9 THE SPHERE OF YESOD

The Foundation

The Astral Light

The Storehouse of Images

The Cycling Energies underlying Matter;

the Coiled Energies of Kundalini

Symbols: The Perfume and Sandals

Planet: The Moon

Color: Violet

Of the Thirty-Two Paths of Wisdom the Ninth is known as the Pure Intelligence. The Sphere of the Operation of Yesod is that of Levanah, the Lunar beam, bestowing change, increase and decrease upon created things and it rules the sphere of action of the Moon and the nature of mankind. Shaddai is a God who sheddeth benefits, Omnipotent and Satisfying, and Al Chai is the God of Life, the Living One. Its Archangel is Gabriel, the Prince of Change and Alteration. And the name of the order of Angels is Kerubim or Kerubic Ones who are also called the Order of Angels.